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This study produced a long-term (2003-2020) above- and belowground woody biomass at
1-km resolution in China. Authors did a huge and impressive work to integrate multiple
remote sensing data, to evaluate the spatial pattern of AGB, BGB, RSR and to investigate
their dynamics. This paper provides a useful dataset for researchers to study the
ecological changes in China. But there are still some comments needs to address/answer:

Main comments

Line 159. Why you averaged the three sets of simulations rather than put the three
LIDAR-based timber volume into one random forest model? You may consider the high
relevance of these LIDAR-based timber volume, but why you put three biomass
datasets (GlobBiomass, CCI Biomass and GLASS-Biomass v2) into one random forest
model? They are also highly correlated with each other.
Line 217 ‘Accordingly, by adding this bias to the VODCA VOD data after 2013, we
improved its temporal continuity’, why you added the bias to compute AMSR2-VOD and
to improve VODCA’s temporal continuity? did you assume there is no vegetation
change between two sensors (about 10 years)? I deeply doubt this.
Line 410-412 AGB density in ENF > AGB density in EBF? It is opposite to our general
knowledge, can you explain it?
Figure S5. For the decomposed AGB density in shrubland (b), high values could reach
237 t/ha, is it too high for shrubland?
Line 300 ‘the sum of the decomposed AGBs in 2017 was obviously different from the
pre-decomposed AGB in other years’. If they were obviously different, how do you
prove the robustness of your method?
‘High-resolution…’ it’s hard to say high resolution for 1 km, you can directly say 1-km
resolution in title
Please improve English in the full text



Minor comments:

a) ‘AMSR-2’ should be ‘AMSR2’, b) please find the rectangle written by ‘MODIS VCF
(tree cover)’, the arrow near this rectangle is unclear. c) please find 3 rectangle written
by ‘Calibrated SMAP / VODCA/ AMSR2…’ The data were processed by denoising and
filtering, but without calibrating, so it is inappropriate to say Calibrtaed…
Line 86-87, ‘a slightly different algorithm’, please clarify it
Line 95-98, it’s different to understand the causality in this sentence, please make it
clearer
Line 104: ‘ATLAS has three strong and three weak beams.’ But in line 107, you said ‘If
the number of strong beam records exceeded 5, then…’ my question is ‘3 strong beams
how to exceed 5?’
Line 184: ‘filtering out the high-frequency fluctuations’, you mean ‘smooth’? how did
you filter? ‘other C-band VOD’ you mean ‘LPRM C-VOD’?
Line 194 ‘Second, we virtually filled in the data in 2015 and 2021 by using those in
2016 and 2020” why did you filled 2015 by values in 2016?
Line 197 ‘…after setting the thresholds of minimum distance between two peaks, peak
height and dominance of peaks to reasonable values’, how did you set the thresholds of
minimum distance between two peaks, peak height and dominance of peaks to
reasonable values, and please clarify the thresholds of minimum distance between two
peaks, peak height and dominance of peaks to reasonable values
Line 201-203 not good English, to be written
Line 204 please clarify which year/years AMSR2-based VODCA’s VOD came from?
Line 234 how did you resampled VODCA C-VOD from 0.25° to 1/12° (=0.083°)?
Line 227 ‘AMSR2 VOD’ please clarify which band, and correct in the full text
Line 361-364 R2=0.36 was produced by RF when GEDI-derived or GLAS-derived wood
volumes involved? And please clarify R2 values when you used ATLAS derived tree
volume.
Line 429 ‘pre-area AGB’ could be modified to ‘AGB density’
1 ‘ENF’s per-area AGB’ not good English, to be written
Line 460 ‘those improved AGB maps’ mean AGB in (Su et al., 2016; Huang et al.,
2019)? If yes, they are improved than which product? Do they have higher accuracy?
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